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Drawing on mainstream and critical theoretical approaches, International Organizations offers a

comprehensive examination of international organizationsâ€™ political and structural role in world

politics. This text details the types and activities of international organizations and provides students

with the conceptual tools needed to evaluate their effectiveness. Surveying key issue areas from

international and human security to trade and the environment, International Organizations looks at

present and future possibilities for global governance from a broad range of perspectives.  New to

the Fifth Edition  The nexus between international law and international organizations is explored to

show how they complement and influence each other. Each issue chapter highlights the relevant

treaties, norms, and customs, and interprets the impact of international law on the politics of the

issue. Not only does this book cover international and human security concerns but it now looks at

the growing danger posed by the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, with special

emphasis on the spread of nuclear weapon technology. A new in-depth case study on Iran explores

Iranâ€™s quest for nuclear technology against the backdrop of its legal duties and obligations under

Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT). The case also examines the role of the International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) in managing the use of nuclear technology and energy. An updated analysis

of global climate change is provided to explain the political outcomes of the 2009 Copenhagen

Conference. An exploration of international criminal law with special reference to the International

Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) and the International Criminal Court (ICC).

Every chapter includes the most recent political events, scholarship, and data, especially as it

relates to the impact of the global financial crisis on trade and development.
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Praise for the Fifth Edition Kelly-Kate Pease has written the most theoretically sophisticated text on

international organizations and global governance, introducing and consistently applying a series of

theoretical approaches to a broad range of real-world cases. Clear and accessible to a beginning

student, this text will also benefit advanced students looking for both theoretical insight and

empirical facts. Mark Pollack, Temple University

Kelly-Kate S. Pease is Associate Professor of Politics, History, and International Relations at

Webster University.

Shipped as estimated! As described. Highly recommend!

International organizations by Pease provides a basic overview of how and which organizations

change world politics through a variety of theoretical lenses. The four lenses taken are realism,

liberalism, Marxism and when applicable feminism. The organizations and issues vary widely and

after the United Nations and European Union it breaks down more by a topical formant such as

security, environment and so forth. Overall while a basic introduction it does provide a useful

starting point for looking at the role international organizations play and critically viewing it through

the differ theories provided. If anything more in depth look through the theoretical lenses would be

valuable as the information provided on each IO is very good and perfect for an overview like this.

For those starting out with international organizations and their role in the world this is a good place

to start.

This is an extremely informative and easy to understand book. The author categorizes everything

really well and it flows nicely. Highly recommended.

Helped save money for my school books. Very good condition too! I couldn't have asked for more!

Thank you so much.

this book assumes that you know nothing of international relations and international organizations.

thus, in this context it explains things in a very simple straight forward manner. in addition, pease is



repetitive in her analysis of realism, liberalism, marxism and feminism. however, i find that her

analysis is limited and fails to take a nuanced approach to the aforementioned theories. in short, her

analysis is elementary. i really wouldn't recommend this book to anyone, especially in consideration

of the price. to me, a book on international organizations should have a brief theory section, but then

examine organizations and their problems in greater depth. furthermore, while reading this book, i

was struck with the question of whether or not pease actually wrote this book herself, or if her grad

students helped her. there appear to be distinct inconsistencies in writing style between chapters.

regardless, this book is mediocre, there are plenty of better scholars.

A noble enterprise indeed, in an understudied field. Theoretical perspectives are the end all and be

all of international politics, but Pease's book bites off more than it could ever dream of chewing.

Critical theory (Marxist and Feminist) is grossly oversimplified, as she not only leaves the reader

with a dearth of literary references to actual writers, but moreover gives these marginal perspectives

half the page space that she devotes to Realists and liberals/idealists. The organization of the book,

though - offering deductive as well as inductive arguments - is intriguing. The case studies make the

book worth buying, though the theoretical synopses that precede them, through questionable

portrayals, almost negate their practicality. It is a book without rival only because no one else has

undertaken the cause. The book is worth buying, although it is a choice of which Faust himself

might approve.
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Recent world events demonstrate the need to understand that there are multiple world views that

differ from US liberal world view. The UN and other international organizations are, simultaneously,



tools of the great powers (the US), agents of imperialism and promotors of democracy, development

and human rights. They also reflect masculine values and strategies. Pease strikes the right

balance between the theory and practice of international organizations, although an Islamist world

view would be helpful in understanding how the UN, NATO, WTO and the Arab League are

perceived outside of the West. I recommend this text to anyone interested in understanding the

governance of world affairs using the world views others.
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